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Droplet polydispersity and shape fluctuations in AOT†bis„2-ethylhexyl…sulfosuccinate sodium salt‡
microemulsions studied by contrast variation small-angle neutron scattering

Lise Arleth and Jan Skov Pedersen*
Condensed Matter Physics and Chemistry Department, Riso” National Laboratory, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

~Received 20 June 2000; published 24 May 2001!

Microemulsions consisting of AOT water, and decane or iso-octane are studied in the region of the phase
diagram where surfactant covered water droplets are formed. The polydispersity and shape fluctuations of the
microemulsion droplets are determined and compared in the two different alkane types. Conductivity measure-
ments show that there is a pronounced dependence of the temperature behavior of the microemulsion on the
type of alkane used. In both cases the microemulsion droplets start to form larger aggregates when the
temperature increases. But in the system with decane this aggregation temperature occurs at a temperature
about 10 °C lower than in a similar system with iso-octane. Aggregation phenomena are avoided and the two
systems are at approximately the same reduced temperature with respect to the aggregation temperature when
the temperature of the AOT/D2O/decane microemulsion is 10 °C and the temperature of the
AOT/D2O/iso-octane microemulsion is 20 °C. Contrast variation small-angle neutron scattering measurements
are performed at these temperatures on systems with volume fractions of 5% D2O1AOT by varying the
scattering length density of the alkane. The small-angle scattering for 11 different contrasts evenly distributed
around the match points are studied for each sample. The scattering data for the different contrasts are analyzed
using a molecular constrained model for ellipsoidal droplets of water covered by AOT, interacting as polydis-
perse hard spheres. All contrasts are fitted simultaneously by taking the different contrast factors into account.
The analysis show that at the same reduced temperature with respect to the aggregation temperature the droplet
size, polydispersity index, the size of the shape fluctuations are similar in the two systems. A polydispersity
index (s/R of the Gaussian size distribution! of 16% and an average axis ratio of the droplets of 1.56 is found
in the AOT/D2O/decane microemulsion. In the AOT/D2O/iso-octane system the polydispersity index is also

16% while the axis ratio is 1.72. The bending elastic constantk and the Gaussian bending elastic constantk̄

can be estimated from these numbers. For AOT/D2O/decane we findk53.4kBT and k̄525.9kBT and for

AOT/D2O/iso-octane we findk52.35kBT andk̄523.8kBT, wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andT is the
absolute temperature.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.63.061406 PACS number~s!: 82.70.Kj, 61.12.Ex, 66.10.2x, 83.80.Hj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microemulsions are thermodynamically stable fluids co
posed of water and oil domains that are separated by a l
of surfactant molecules. The surfactants, which are m
ecules with a hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail, se
to stabilize the fluid and prevent it from macroscopic pha
separation into water and oil. As the size of the water and
domains is much smaller than the wavelength of visi
light, the solutions appear optically isotropic and clear.

The microstructure of microemulsions varies a lot d
pending upon the actual system, composition, temperat
and additives. The simplest microemulsion systems are p
ably those composed of water, alkane, and nonionic sur
tants of the type CiEj ~alkyloligoglycolethers!, where the Ci
denotes an alkyl chain withi carbon atoms and the Ej de-
notes an ethylene oxide chain withj ethylene oxide groups
Taken at the right compositions and temperatures these
tems form microemulsions. The system is an import
model system and has therefore been studied very ex
sively over recent years by several groups~see, e.g.,@1–3#
and references therein!. Both the chain length of the surfac

*Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Aarh
Lagelandsgade 140, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.
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tant and the alkane type have been varied in these stu
which show that the system has some general features i
pendent of the lengths of the surfactant and alkane. The
havior is conveniently summarized in the so-called fis
diagram@1#. When the phase behavior of the water/oil/CiEj
system is plotted for equal volume fractions of water and
and for varying surfactant concentration and temperatur
phase diagram that looks like the sketch of a fish is obtai
~see Fig. 1!. The system forms a microemulsion in the out
part of the fish tail. At low temperatures the microemulsi
consists of oil droplets in water, at high temperatures
microemulsion consists of water droplets in oil, and in b
tween the system forms a bicontinuous structure. In the h
of the fish the system phase separates into a microemu
phase and excess water and oil phases. At low tempera
~below the fish! the system phase separates into a mic
emulsion phase and an excess oil phase and at high tem
tures~above the fish! the system separates into a microem
sion phase and an excess water phase. This temper
dependence of the system can be explained by the temp
ture dependent hydration of the surfactant’s hydrophilic he
group. At low temperatures the head group is very hydra
and takes up a relatively large space. This forces the film
be curved toward the oil side. As the temperature rises
head group becomes less hydrated and takes up less s
and eventually the film becomes curved toward the wa
side.

The water/oil/CiEj system and its corresponding fish di
s,
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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gram have served as a model both for polymer systems@4#
and for systems composed of water, oil, and ionic surfact
which we focus on in this article. It has been suggested
the phase behavior of microemulsion systems with ionic s
factants essentially resembles that of nonionic systems
with a reverse temperature dependence@5#. However, this
comparison mainly holds in systems where the electro
effects of the ionic surfactants are partly screened by add
salt to the water@6#. In unscreened systems with ionic su
factants the situation is often less simple in practice. E
small impurities can have large effects on the phase beha
of the system@7,8# and uncritical use of the fish diagram
with reverse temperature dependence as a sketch of the p
behavior of the system can be rather misleading.

The system we focus on in the present work is the bis~2-
ethylhexyl!sulfosuccinate sodium salt~AOT!/water/alkane
system. The volume fraction of the AOT/water droplets
approximately 5% and the system is studied in a part of
phase diagram where the microemulsion has the microst
ture of AOT covered water droplets in oil. The aim is to g
information about the polydispersity and shape fluctuati
of the droplets by making a contrast variation small-an
neutron scattering~SANS! study of the fluids.

The study is inspired by the work of Ric˘ka, Borkovec, and
Hofmeier from 1991 @9# and the work of Christ and
Schurtenberger from 1994@10#. Those authors demonstra
how the polydispersity of droplets in AOT/water/alkane m
croemulsions can be determined very precisely from cont
variation light scattering data in the vicinity of the optic
match point. At zero angle the scattering depends, to
order, only on the volume distribution of the droplets a
one therefore has a means of decoupling the polydispe
from the shape fluctuations. By these means Ric˘ka et al. ob-
tained a polydispersity index ofs/Rav512% in the AOT/
water/hexane system, whereas Christ and Schurtenbe
surprisingly, obtained very different polydispersities in t

FIG. 1. The fish diagram. 1 denotes the one-phase microem
sion region. In the tail of the fish a lamellar phase is often pres

2 and 2̄denote the two-phase regions.2 consists of a microemul

sion phase and an excess water phase and 2¯ consists of a micro-
emulsion phase and an excess oil phase. 3 denotes the three-
region. Here the sample separates into a microemulsion phas
excess water phase, and an excess oil phase.
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AOT/water/iso-octane and the AOT/water/decane syste
In the case of decane, a number distribution withs/Rav
510% was found and in the case of iso-octanes/Rav
519% was found.s is the standard deviation of the siz
distribution andRav is the average radius.

Contrast variation light scattering exploits the fact th
since water and AOT have different dielectric constants,
optical contrast of the microemulsion droplets changes w
the water to AOT ratio. The alkanes used for the study h
dielectric constants that lie between those of water and AO
It is therefore possible to combine water and AOT in su
proportions that the average dielectric constant of water p
AOT is the same as that of the alkane used. At this po
which is normally referred to as the match point, a minimu
in the forward scattering intensity is obtained. If all drople
in the microemulsion have exactly the same water to A
ratio, the forward scattering will be zero at the match poi
However, if the droplets are polydisperse they will have d
ferent water to AOT ratios and there is no single point wh
all droplets are matched out. Instead the forward scatte
will show a minimum, which is also referred to as the mat
point. The more monodisperse the droplets are, the clo
this minimum is to zero.

The work of Ric̆ka et al.and of Christ and Schurtenberge
contributed to the ongoing discussion in the literature ab
the microstructure of microemulsions and the size of
polydispersity and shape fluctuations of microemulsion dr
lets. It has been predicted theoretically from a multip
chemical equilibrium approach@11,12# that the size polydis-
persity (sR /R) should be in the range 0.1–0.2. Experime
tally, polydispersities in the range of 10% to 45% are fou
@2,13–18#. However, numbers between 15% and 25%
most often found. For the nonionic CiEj surfactants there is a
dependence between polydispersity and surfactant
~length of alkyl chain! @2,19#, whereas the polydispersity i
independent of the alkane type@2#.

Theoretical descriptions of the magnitude of the sha
fluctuations are in general more vague since they depen
the value of the bending elastic constantk and the Gaussian
bending elastic constantk̄ @12,20,21#. Borkovec stated in
1992 that these numbers were not known very precisely@20#.
At that time the numbers found fork varied over an order of
magnitude, between 0.5kBT and 5kBT, wherekB is the Bolt-
zmann constant andT is the absolute temperature. Since th
much effort has been put into a more precise determina
of the bending elastic constants and several techniques
been developed; however, as Gradzielski pointed out
cently @22#, the values determined for similar systems s
vary significantly from one study to another. In interpret
tions of experiments the size of the shape fluctuations is
ten expressed in terms of the mean square amplitude^uu2u2&
of l 52 terms of the spherical harmonics@2,14,15,21#. This
corresponds roughly to the amplitude of peanutlike deform
tions. The parameter^uu2u2& is convenient for some purpose
since it can be related to the bending elastic constantk and
the Gaussian bending elastic constantk̄ @20,21#.

The aim of the present work is twofold: We want to in
vestigate whether it is possible to obtain consistent a
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DROPLET POLYDISPERSITY AND SHAPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 061406
unique information about both polydispersity and shape fl
tuations of microemulsion droplets from small-angle scat
ing data and we want to determine the magnitude of
polydispersity and of the shape fluctuations.

It is well known that the small-angle scattering patte
from ellipsoids is equivalent to that of a distribution of pol
disperse spheres. However, it has been shown by Capo
et al. @23# that a distribution function leading to a scatterin
pattern equal to that of ellipsoids differs significantly fro
the distribution functions, that are normally expected for s
tems in thermodynamic equilibrium like microemulsion
The different distribution functions are clearly reflected
the high angular part of the scattering patterns. For sphe
droplets distributed according to a Schulz or Gaussian di
bution, the scattering pattern will lose the oscillations at h
scattering angles as the polydispersity index increases.
monodisperse ellipsoidal droplets these oscillations rem
to some extent. However, it is clear that it is very difficult
distinguish ellipsoids and polydisperse spheres from the h
q part alone.

We therefore decided to use a similar strategy to tha
Ric̆ka et al. and Christ and Schurtenberger but using sm
angle neutron scattering instead of light scattering. We
ploit the facts that SANS measurements provides inform
tion in a much wider interval of scattering vectors than lig
scattering measurements and that it is possible to make
trast variation by changing the scattering length density
the solvent by mixing protonated and deuterated solvent
contrast to the light scattering measurements we can kee
water to AOT ratio and thereby the droplet size fixed. T
seems at first sight to be a simpler method since we ex
that a change from protonated to deuterated solvent will h
a smaller effect on the samples than changing the dro
composition.

When we made our first set of SANS measurements
microemulsions of AOT/water/decane and AOT/water/is
octane with droplet volume fractions at 5%, it was imme
ately evident that the two microemulsion systems hav
significantly different behavior at room temperature. T
data showed that the system with AOT/water/decane c
tains large aggregates of droplets at room tempera
whereas the AOT/water/iso-octane system forms separ
microemulsion droplets at room temperature. In order to
a better understanding of the systems, conductivity meas
ments were performed as a function of temperature on A
water/decane and AOT/water/iso-octane microemulsi
with similar volume fractions of water and oil. The condu
tivity measurements suggested that the two syste
would have similar microstructures with separated mic
emulsion droplets if the measurements on AOT/D2O/decane
were performed at 10 °C and the measurements
AOT/D2O/iso-octane were performed at 20 °C.

The main points in the work described here are as
lows. The contrast variation measurements were perform
and the data at zero angle were analyzed in terms of a p
disperse hard-sphere model. Then the results of this ana
were compared to the data in the fullq range. The agreemen
between this simple model and experiment was not satis
tory and the model had to be refined until we arrived a
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model that on one hand was sufficiently detailed to acco
for all the details of the contrast variation data and on
other hand contained only the necessary number of fit
parameters. For the analysis the scattering data from all c
trasts were analyzed simultaneously, using the same m
for the full data set while taking the different contrast facto
into account.

The final model consists of polydisperse prolate ellipso
of revolution interacting as polydisperse hard spheres. At
end of the article we show that a description in terms
droplet polydispersity combined with the axis ratio gives e
timates of the bending elastic constantsk and k̄.

II. EXPERIMENT

We used deuterated iso-octane andn-decane from Cam-
bridge Laboratories. The decane has a purity ofd of 99% and
the iso-octane has a purity ofd of 98%. The AOT was ob-
tained from Fluka and has a purity of 99%. The D2O was
obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. and has a purity
99.9%.

All microemulsions were prepared by mixing the AOT
oil, and water in a vial. At room temperature the AOT di
solves easily in the alkane/water solutions. For reasons g
in the following section, the contrast variation was pe
formed by varying the ratio of protonated to deuterated
kane. The samples for the contrast variation measurem
were prepared according to the following procedure. F
stock solutions with volume fractions of 15% AOT and D2O
in, respectively, deuterated iso-octane and deuterated de
were prepared by weight. Both solutions had molar ratios
water to AOT (w0) of 38. These two stock solutions wer
then diluted into four stock solutions by diluting half the 1
vol % solution of AOT and D2O in alkane with hydroge-
nated alkane and diluting the other half with deuterated
kane. The final droplet volume fractions were 0.050 in t
two AOT/D2O/iso- octane solutions and 0.051 in the tw
AOT/D2O/decane solutions. The two AOT/D2O/iso-octane
solutions were then mixed in different proportions in order
obtain varying degrees of protonation of the solvent and c
sequently varying scattering length densities. The same
done for the two AOT/D2O/decane solutions. By preparin
all samples from the 15 vol % stock solutions we were s
to keepw0 constant within each of the two series of me
surements. The molecular volumes, mass densities, and
tering length densities used for the calculations for
sample preparations as well as for the mathematical mo
ing of the microemulsion system are given in Table I.

The SANS measurements were performed at the SA
facility at Riso” National Laboratory@24,25#. Using different
combinations of neutron wavelengths and sample-to-dete
distances, aq range from 0.004 Å21 to 0.26 Å21 was cov-
ered. A wavelength spreadDl/l of 24% @full width at half
maximum~FWHM!# as determined by the Bragg peaks fro
a silver behenate sample@26#. The wavelength spread wa
determined by making a SANS measurement on a silver
henate sample and fitting a Gaussian to the first order Br
peak. The SANS data were azimuthally averaged and n
malized by the standard approach by division by the scat
6-3
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LISE ARLETH AND JAN SKOV PEDERSEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 061406
ing spectrum of H2O @27#. The instrumental resolution ef
fects are taken into account in the data analysis
convolution with the appropriate resolution function at ea
setting@28#. This is done automatically by the programs us
for data analysis

The fact that the contrast variation measurements w
performed by changing the fractions of deuterated~d! and
protonated~h! solvents made it in principle necessary to p
form a background measurement of the solvent mixture
each contrast. As this would be both very time consum
and expensive in deuterated alkanes, we tried to mak
shortcut by measuring only the backgrounds of pureh-alkane
and pured-alkane and then afterwards calculate the ba
grounds of the mixed solvents by making linear combin
tions of the background spectra from the pure systems, a
often done for mixtures of H2O and D2O. However, this
procedure does not work and the data at high scatte
angles were clearly undersubtracted when the backgro
was estimated in this way. It was therefore necessary to
form measurements of the background scattering from m
tures ofh- andd-alkane. The measurements showed that
both decane and iso-octane mixtures, the relatively large
of the molecules result in an angular dependence of the s
tering in the small-angle scattering domain as well as
excess of scattering for the mixtures compared to the ba
grounds calculated as linear combinations~see @29# for a
more thorough discussion of these effects!. These scattering
vector dependent backgrounds have been measured and
tracted in the experimental data shown in the present wo

The samples were contained in 1 mm Hellma quartz ce
For reasons given in the following section the measurem
on the AOT/D2O/decane solutions were performed at 10
whereas the measurements on the AOT/D2O/iso-octane so-
lutions were performed at 20 °C. For conductivity measu
ments, samples having equal volume fractions of water
oil were prepared. The samples had the same water to A
ratio as the samples for the contrast variation measurem
i.e., w0538. A CDM80 conductivity meter from Radiom
eter, Copenhagen was used. Due to the high cost of the
terated alkanes we made a conductivity cell that could
used for very small samples. The very simple cell is illu
trated and explained in Fig. 2. With the dimensions
chose, it was possible to measure the conductivity of sam
volumes down to 0.25 cm3; however, it is also feasible to
construct a smaller cell.

TABLE I. Molecular volumes (V), mass densities (rm), and
scattering length densitiesrs of the microemulsion constituents.

V (Å 3) rm (g/cm3) rs (1/cm2)

AOT 648 1.139 0.64231010

H2O 30.0 0.998 20.56031010

D2O 30.0 1.109 6.38531010

h-iso-octane 274.1 0.692 20.51531010

d-iso-octane 274.1 0.802 6.32031010

h-decane 323.6 0.732 20.48831010

d-decane 323.6 0.845 6.58831010
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III. CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

As explained in the Introduction it is well known that th
microstructure of microemulsions is strongly temperature
pendent. It has been shown that a microemulsion with
ionic surfactant and equal volume fractions of oil and wa
with a little amount of salt added forms a microstructure w
surfactant covered water droplets in a continuous oil ph
~w/o! at low temperatures and surfactant covered oil drop
in continuous water phase~o/w! at high temperatures@1,5#.
The temperature dependence of the microstructure is th
fore the reverse of that of nonionic microemulsions. As
the nonionic microemulsions these changes in microstruc
are driven by a change in the spontaneous curvature of
surfactant film with temperature@1#. Even though this picture
may be too simplified for the AOT/water/alkane syste
which differs from the above mentioned model system
both the lack of salt in the aqueous phase and by the im
rities of the AOT@8#, it is well known from several previous
studies that the AOT/water/alkane system is very tempe
ture dependent. At low temperatures a water-in-oil drop
structure is formed, whereas, when the temperature is

FIG. 2. The cell for conductivity measurements. For the anod
thin platinum wire has been melted into a glass tube. The cathod
a platinum wire that is bent into an O shape below the position
the anode. As the area of the anode is very small compared to
size of the cathode the cell constant is inversely proportional to
cross-sectional area of the anode.
6-4
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DROPLET POLYDISPERSITY AND SHAPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 061406
creased, larger aggregates of droplets are formed@30–33#.
A fast and easy way to determine the temperature

which the microstructure of an ionic microemulsion chang
from a droplet structure to a structure with a continuous w
ter phase is to measure the conductivity of the microem
sion as a function of temperature. At low temperatures wh
the microemulsion is continuous in the oil phase the cond
tivity will be very low. As the temperature is increased t
droplets start to form clusters and eventually form larger n
works that allow the counterions of the AOT to mov
around, causing an increase of the conductivity~see, e.g.,
@34–36#!.

In order to study the effects that the change fro
protonated to deuterated solvents may have on the mi
structure of the microemulsions, conductivity measureme
were performed on solutions of AOT/H2O/h-decane,
AOT/D2O/h-decane, and AOT/D2O/d-decane. The conduc
tivity of an AOT/D2O/h-iso-octane emulsion as a function
temperature was also measured in order to study the effe
changing the alkane type.

The four series of measurements are shown in Fig. 3
significant increase of the conductivity is observed within
fairly narrow temperature interval of approximately 6 °C
The very low conductivity observed before the onset of t
temperature jump is characteristic for a w/o microstructu
The high conductivity observed at high temperatures is

FIG. 3. The conductivity measurements of the four studied s
tems plotted on a linear~top! and a logarithmic~bottom! scale.L is
the AOT/H2O/h-decane system,h is the AOT/D2O/h-decane sys-
tem, * is the AOT/D2O/d-decane system, andn is the
AOT/D2O/h-iso-octane system.
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to a structure with connected water domains as explai
above.

In all four series of measurements the conductiv
reaches a maximum and then slowly starts to decrease a
We have not been able to find such an effect in the cond
tivity data in the literature. For the present study, we a
mainly interested in the position of the transition from w
microemulsions to microemulsions with connected water
mains, and we have not investigated the effect further.

The temperature intervals where the conductivity jum
occurs are given in Table II. Changing from decane to i
octane shifts the temperature interval of the conductiv
jump 9 °C upward in temperature. This observation is
good agreement with former measurements@34,36# and is
connected to the decreasing penetration of solvent into
surfactant layer with increasing molecular weight of the s
vent @36#.

The measurements also show that changing from pr
nated to deuterated decane has little effect on the microem
sion, whereas changing from D2O to H2O shifts the conduc-
tivity jump 7 °C downward in temperature. The differe
masses of the hydrogen atoms in D2O and H2O have an
effect on the hydrogen bonds between molecules, and
fact that the change from D2O to H2O causes a much large
change in temperature than the change from protonate
deuterated decane suggests that the water structure pla
very important role in the microemulsion phase behavi
whereas the actual mass densities of the different microem
sion constituents are less important.

In contrast variation small-angle scattering experime
one has to study thesamestructure at different contrasts i
order to make a meaningful analysis. This is most often d
by changing from protonated to deuterated solvent. Ho
ever, as we have shown above such a change may influ
the system so that instead of studying the same structure
different contrasts one ends up in a situation where differ
structures are studied at different contrasts. For the AO
water/alkane system this solvent effect is much smaller if
contrast variation is performed by varying the degree of d
teration of the alkane than if that of water is varied.

IV. SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

All contrast variation measurements are performed on
croemulsions with low volume fractions of AOT1 water
~5.1% for the AOT/water/decane system and 5.0% for
AOT/water/iso-octane system!. This very asymmetric com-

-

TABLE II. Temperature intervals of the conductivity jumps fo
the four samples studied.To f f2set is the temperature where th
conductivity starts to increase andTmax is the temperature where
the conductivity reaches its maximum.

Sample To f f-set (°C) Tmax (°C)

AOT/H2O/h-dec 12 17
AOT/D2O/h-dec 19 25
AOT/D2O/d-dec 20 26
AOT/D2O/h-iso 28 34
6-5
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LISE ARLETH AND JAN SKOV PEDERSEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 061406
position of the microemulsion is of course most likely
enforce a w/o droplet structure in the full temperature ran
where the microemulsion is thermodynamically stable. Ho
ever, the temperature dependence observed in the condu
ity measurements for the symmetric microemulsions tu
out to be reflected in the droplet interactions of these dilu
systems. Figure 4~a! shows the scattering data obtained on
microemulsion with 5 vol % AOT and D2O in h-decane for
three different temperatures. The scattering at low angles
creases with increasing temperature, which shows that
size of the droplets increases, probably due to the forma
of clusters or aggregates of droplets. The effect is even m
visible in the so-called pair-distance distribution function
p(r ). Thep(r ) function is related to the correlation functio
g(r ) by p(r )5r 2g(r ), and can be obtained by an indire
Fourier transformation@37# of the scattering data. As th
name suggestsp(r ) gives the distribution of distances withi
pairs of scattering centers in the droplets weighted by
scattering length densities of the points connected by
vectorr̄ . For bulklike or homogeneous contrasts, like the o
studied in Fig. 4, the value ofr for which p(r ) goes to zero
gives the maximum distance that occurs within the dropl
For the same contrast spherical objects give rise to a b
shaped curve, and if the objects are elongated~or very poly-
disperse! p(r ) will have a tail and go to zero at a higherr
value. This is exactly what we observe in Fig. 4~b!, where
the pair-distance distribution functions obtained by indir
Fourier transform are shown. We therefore interpret the te

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of AOT/D2O/h-decane micro-
emulsion ~bulk contrast! with a volume fraction of 5%.~a! The
scattering data and~b! the pair-distance distribution functions a
obtained by indirect Fourier transform. * is taken at 15 °C,L at
25 °C, andn at 30 °C.
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perature development of thep(r ) functions as being due to
the formation of clusters or aggregates of droplets with
creasing temperature. This interpretation is in agreem
with earlier studies~see, e.g.,@30,31#!.

In order to safely avoid these aggregation phenom
we have performed the contrast variation measurem
well below the onset of the conductivity jump in the sym
metric microemulsions. Thus the measurements on
AOT/D2O/decane solutions are performed at 10 °C wher
the measurements on the AOT/D2O/iso-octane solutions ar
performed at 20 °C. The contrast variation measurements
performed by changing the ratio ofd-alkane toh-alkane, and
as the change fromd-decane toh-decane has only a sma
effect in the conductivity measurements we expect the ef
to be negligible in the contrast variation measurements.

The contrast variation measurements are shown in Fi
(AOT/D2O/decane) and Fig. 6 (AOT/D2O/iso-octane). Each
contrast is shifted by a factor of 5 in the plots. The scatter
length densities of the solvents for the different contrast
written in the figures. In the lowermost data set in both fi
ures the solvent is pured-decane (d-iso-octane). This con-
trast is often referred to as the shell contrast, since the m
contribution to the scattering comes from the AOT shell.
the uppermost data set in each of the figures the solven
2/3 h-alkane and 1/3d-alkane. This contrast is a core-she
contrast with a positive excess scattering length density
the D2O core and a negative excess scattering length den
of the AOT shell. The match point, i.e., the point where t
scattering length density of the droplets~water 1 AOT! on
average is closest to the scattering length density of the
vent, is found between these two extrema, approximatel
1/3 h-alkane and 2/3d-alkane. As we show in the following
section the position of the match point is roughly determin
by the degree of deuteration of the water core. In order
minimize the incoherent background as much as possible
generally wanted our system to have as high a degree
deuteration as possible. For this reason the match point
moved as much as possible to the deuterated side by u
pure D2O in the water cores.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE SANS DATA
FOR THE MICROEMULSION SYSTEM

We assume that the microstructure of the microemuls
can be described as an isotropic suspension of droplets.
scattering from a system of polydisperse spherical object
generally given by@38,39#

I ~q!5E
0

`

dRN~R! f ~q,R!21E
0

`

dRN~R! f ~q,R!

3E
0

`

dR8N~R8! f ~q,R8!H~q,R,R8! ~1!

where N(R) is the number size distribution function an
f (q,R) is the scattering form factor~amplitude! of a single
spherical object of radiusR and excess scattering length de
sity r(r ). H(q,R,R8) describes the interparticle interfe
ences between spheres with radiiR andR8.
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FIG. 5. Contrast variation SANS measur
ments on AOT/D2O/decane. The full lines are th
model fits.r0 is in units of 1/cm2. Each data set
is multiplied by 5n wheren runs from24 to 6
starting from the lowermost spectrum.
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A. The distribution function

In the present work we have chosenN(R) to be a Gauss-
ian distribution in the droplet volumes. This choice of dist
bution function follows the results of the work of Eriksso
and Ljunggren@11,12#. Using a multiple chemical equilib
rium approach they predicted the distribution function,
cluding the width of the size distribution for a given micr
emulsion. It turns out that the predicted distribution functi
is very similar to a Gaussian in the droplet volumes. For
fits we also tried to use a Gaussian number distribution
to use Schulz volume and number distributions, and in pr
tice it did not make any significant difference.

A Gaussian volume distribution has the form

f~R!5Ce2(R2Rav)2/2s2
~2!

so that the corresponding number distributionN(R) becomes
06140
-

e
d

c-

N~R!5Ce2(R2Rav)2/2s2 1
3
4 pR3

. ~3!

C is a normalization constant determined from the constra

Vdroplet5E
r min

r max
f~R!dR, ~4!

where Vdroplet denotes the volume fraction of the drople
~water cores! in the studied system andR is the droplet
radius taken at the water-AOT interface.

For the fitsN(R) was calculated in the intervalr P$Rav
24s;Rav14s%. However, ifRav24s,0, the distribution
was cut off at zero. The distribution was approximated us
10 equidistant points.
6-7
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FIG. 6. Contrast variation SANS measur
ments on AOT/D2O/iso-octane. The full lines are
the model fits.r0 is in units of 1/cm2. Each data
set is multiplied by 5n wheren runs from24 to
6 starting from the lowermost spectrum.
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B. The form factor

From the sample preparations we know the volume fr
tions of water and AOT in the microemulsions. This info
mation is used as a constraint in the modeling and allows
to calculate the area per head group of the AOT molecu
for a given size distribution of the droplets. For the calcu
tion we have assumed that the area per head group o
AOT molecules taken at the water-AOT interface is const
for all droplet radii while the thickness of the AOT laye
depends slightly on the radius. These constraints are inclu
in the expressions given in the following.

The total surface area at the water-AOT interface per u
volume is calculated by integration over the droplet radiu

A5E
r min

r max
4pR2N~R!dR, ~5!

whereR is the radius taken at the water-AOT interface a
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N(R) is normalized according to Eq.~4!. The area per head
group of the AOT molecules,Ahead, is given by the fraction

Ahead5A/NAOT , ~6!

where the number of AOT molecules per unit volum
NAOT , is given byVAOT /vAOT , wherevAOT is the molecular
of the AOT molecule~see Table I!.

Knowing Ahead the dependence between the thickness
the AOT layer,DAOT , and the core radiusR is calculated
from simple geometrical considerations. The number
AOT molecules, NR , in a droplet of radiusR equals
4pR2/Ahead. The total volume of droplet and shell i
4pR3/31NR3vAOT ; this volume is also equal to 4p(R
1DAOT)

3/3. Using this we get

DAOT5S R31
3R2vAOT

Ahead
D 1/3

2R. ~7!
6-8
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DROPLET POLYDISPERSITY AND SHAPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 061406
From the sample preparations we also know the degre
deuteration of the alkane. Together with the informati
about the partial molecular volumes of the different const
ents and their scattering lengths, this allows us to calcu
the scattering length densities of the core and shell of
droplets and of the surrounding alkane.

We have used the scattering form factors of spheres@40#
and ellipsoids@41# for the model calculations. The form fac
tors are weighted by the volumes of the core and shell of
droplets and their scattering length densities. For a review
these form factors and many others, see@38#.

For spherical droplets the form factor is

f ~q!5Vc~rc2rs!F1~qRc!1~Vc1Vs!~rs2r0!F1~qRs!,
~8!

whereVc andVs are the volumes of core and shell, respe
tively, rc , rs , andr0 are the scattering length densities
core, shell, and alkane, respectively, andRc and Rs are the
radii of core and shell, respectively.F1 is given by@40#

F1~qR!53
sin~qR!2qRcos~qR!

~qR!3
. ~9!

For the ellipsoidal droplets the form factor has to be orie
tationally averaged numerically:

^ f ~q!2&o5E
0

p/2

„Vc~rc2rs!F1~qRcAsin2u1«c
2 cos2u!

1~Vc1Vs!~rs2r0!F1

3~qRsAsin2u1«s
2 cos2u!2

…

2 sinudu. ~10!

As above,Vc and Vs are the volumes of core and she
respectively,rc , rs , andr0 are the scattering length dens
ties of core, shell, and alkane, respectively,Rc andRs are the
semiaxes of core and shell, respectively, and«c and «s are
the axis ratios of core and shell, respectively.

For the fits the orientational averaging was perform
over ten orientations evenly distributed between 0 andp/2.
We have used the same volume distribution function for
ellipsoidal droplets as for the spheres, lettingR in f(R) de-
note the radius of a spherical droplet with the same volu
as the ellipsoidal droplet.

The area per head group of the AOT molecules is ca
lated using an expression similar to Eq.~5! but with an ex-
pression for the surface area of, respectively, prolate
oblate ellipsoids@42#. If the droplet volume is kept constan
the area per head group changes only slowly as the dro
are elongated or flattened into prolate or oblate ellipso
For example, for prolate ellipsoids with an axis ratio of
Al /Asph'1.024, whereAl and Asph are, respectively, the
surface areas of an ellipsoid and a sphere with the s
volume.

The thickness of the AOT layer of the ellipsoidal drople
is estimated using an expression similar to Eq.~7!. By add-
ing the DAOT obtained to the minor and major axes of t
water cores, we obtain ellipsoidal droplets covered with
AOT layer of approximately constant thickness. This leads
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different axis ratios for the core and shell of the drople
which it is straightforward to include in the form factor ca
culation @38#.

C. The structure factor

About ten years ago Robertuset al. @13,30# made a small-
angle x-ray scattering~SAXS! study of AOT droplets in a
system of AOT/H2O/iso-octane. The system was studied
temperatures between 25 ° and 37 °C where the microem
sion droplets become increasingly sticky and start to fo
clusters of droplets as the temperature rises. It was sh
how the interactions between the sticky droplets as meas
by SAXS could be modeled using the structure factor
polydisperse droplets interacting via a sticky hard-sphere
tential. As described earlier we have deliberately chosen
perform our measurements at temperatures well below
temperatures where the droplets start to form clusters. Th
fore, we did not use the model that includes stickiness of
spheres.

In the present work we have used the structure factor
a distribution of polydisperse hard spheres calculated in
Percus-Yevick approximation as given by Vrij@43–45#. This
structure factor requires that the hard-sphere interaction
dius RHS for each droplet size and the hard-sphere volu
fraction nHS are defined. We simply usedRHS5RS and
nHS5n, whereRS is the outer radius of the AOT shell andn
is the volume fraction of water plus AOT.

In principle this structure factor works only for polydis
perse spheres but due to the lack of better models we
used it for the ellipsoidal droplets, substituting thef (q,R)2

term of Eq. ~1! with ^ f ell(q,R)2&o and substituting the
f (q,R) term with ^ f ell(q,R)&o , where^&o denotes the orien-
tational average. For the hard-sphere interaction radii of
ellipsoidal droplets we used the radii of spherical droplets
similar volume.

In the following we will make references to the effectiv
structure factorSe f f(q), which is

Se f f~q!5
I ~q!

E
0

`

dRN~R! f ~q,R!2

, ~11!

where the numerator is given by expression~1! and the de-
nominator is the pure form factor for scattering from t
polydisperse droplets. It should be noted thatSe f f(q) de-
pends significantly on the scattering length density profile
the droplets; this implies that the expression forI (q) does
not generally factorize into a product of a form factor and
structure factor even though this is often assumed. It sho
also be noted that for a droplet volume fraction of 5% t
effective structure factor is still significant. IfR560 Å and
the polydispersity indexs/R517%, then the effective struc
ture factorSe f f(0)'0.7 with a small dependence on the a
tual contrast. However, close to the match pointSe f f(q) is
approaching unity and for monodisperse particles the st
ture factor effect vanishes totally at the match point. This c
be understood by inspecting the second term of Eq.~1!. The
structure factor is weighted by the form factor. Since th
6-9
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LISE ARLETH AND JAN SKOV PEDERSEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 061406
average is zero at the match point, the structure factor v
ishes~see@46# for a more thorough discussion of the su
ject!.

When analyzing contrast variation data measured aro
the match point, the fact that the structure factor vanishe
the match point has the important consequence that one
not simply replace the structure factor by a constant at z
angle as was done by Gradzielskiet al. @2#. If this is ignored,
the depth of the minimum inI (0) will be underestimated
leading to a too large value for the polydispersity index.

D. The scattering at zero angle

At zero angle the form factor expressions for both sph
cal and ellipsoidal droplets reduce to

f ~0!5Vc~rc2rs!1~Vc1Vs!~rs2r0! ~12!

Inserting this expression in Eq.~1! and noting that to first
order the structure factor is similar for spheres and ellipso
at q50, we see that the scattering at zero angle is a di
way of measuring the size distributionN(R) of the droplets.
In contrast there is no dependence on the shape of the d
lets in the scattering at zero angle.

E. The fitting routine

We used a combination of the Levenberg-Marqua
method and a grid search for the model fitting@47#. Far away
from the minimum the fitting parameters were optimized
ing the Levenberg-Marquardt method and close to the m
mum the grid search was used. The error bars of the fit
parameters were estimated by changing one parameterai at a
time and minimizingx2 by fitting the other parameters. Th
changedai that gives rise to an increase inx2 of x2/(N
2P), whereN is the number of data points andP is the
number of fitting parameters, corresponds to the 68.3% c
fidence interval arounda, i.e., to dai equal to the standard
error @48#. This procedure takes into account correlations
tween the parameters.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The strategy of the data analysis we describe in the
lowing is to extract the size distribution of the droplets fi
by analyzing theI (0) data. Afterward the information abou
the shape of the droplets is obtained by analyzing the fuq
range. In this way we are in principle able to decouple
information about size and shape fluctuations in the sca
ing data. As explained in Sec. V the models used for the
are all molecularly constrained and on an absolute scale

A. The I „0… data

Figure 7 shows model calculations ofI (0) for different
sets of parameters. The sample composition is kept fixed
volume fraction of 5% AOT1 water and at a water-to-AOT
ratio w0538. Model calculations for a system with pu
D2O cores are displayed in Fig. 7~a!. The polydispersity in-
dex s/R is varied, while the mean radius of the droplets
kept fixed at 60 Å. Increasing the polydispersity has a la
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effect on the depth of the minimum inI (0) at the match
point. If the droplets are monodisperse, they will all have
same composition and the same average scattering le
density of core and shell. Therefore, all droplets are matc
out at the same scattering length density of the solvent,r0. If
the droplets are polydisperse, they also have different c
positions and are consequently matched out at different s
tering length densities of the solvent. We also note that
position of the match point moves slightly as the polydisp
sity index changes. The explanation for this is that the sc
tering intensity from the droplets is proportional to the vo

FIG. 7. The forward scattering for different model paramete
~a! The polydispersity is varied for a system with D2O cores and
with Rav560 Å. The curves are fors/Rav50, 17, and 33 %.~b!
The polydispersity is kept fixed at 17% andRav560 Å, and the
scattering length of the water core is varied by varying t
D2O/H2O fraction. ~c! The droplet radius is varied for a syste
with D2O cores and withs/Rav517%. The curves are forRav
545, 60, and 75 Å.
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DROPLET POLYDISPERSITY AND SHAPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 061406
ume of the droplets squared. This means that the la
droplets scatter more than the small droplets and that
match point moves in the direction of the large drople
Finally, we note that the area per head group, which is
culated by integration over the volume distributions,
creases as the polydispersity index increases. The exp
tion for this is that the small droplets have a larger area
volume than the large droplets. When the polydispersity
dex increases, the volume fraction of the very small drop
and the total surface area of the solution increases. As
sample compositions are fixed in these calculations this
plies that the area per head group increases.

In Fig. 7~b!, the composition of the water core is varie
while R560 Å ands/R517% are kept fixed. The model i
calculated for cores consisting of 50% H2O/50% D2O and
75% H2O/25% D2O, and finally for a core with 100% D2O.
As changing the composition of the water core leads t
change in the average scattering length density of the d
lets, the main effect of this change is that the position of
match point is moved. However, we also note that
change has an effect on the absolute scattering length de
at the match point. The reason for this is that the exc
scattering length densities of water and AOT increase as
degree of deuteration of the water cores increases.

In Fig. 7~c!, the model calculation is for a system wit
pure D2O cores where the mean droplet radius is var
while the polydispersity indexs/R is fixed at 17%. This has
an effect only on the absolute intensity of the scattering.
the calculations are performed for a fixed composition,
match point does not move. However, as the small drop
are more area consuming than the large droplets, the are
head group, calculated by integration over the volume dis
butions, increases.

To summarize we note that the depth of the minimum
mainly determined by the polydispersity indexs/R, the po-
sition of the minimum is mainly determined by the comp
sition of the water cores (H2O versus D2O), and the absolute
intensity is mainly determined by the mean radius of
droplets. For the fits we therefore took the mean radius,
polydispersity, and the purity of the D2O as fitting param-
eters. When fitting the purity of the D2O we assumed that th
main impurity in the D2O is H2O. As it is well known that
AOT comes with a small amount of water bound to it,
small contamination of H2O is to be expected in the system
The water bound to the AOT and the water in the alkane w
exchange with the D2O of the water droplets, giving rise to
purity of the D2O in the water cores lower than the 99.9%
the added D2O.

The least-squares method used for the fitting proced
uses the statistical uncertaintiess i as weights in the calcula
tion of x2 @38#. These uncertainties are usually calculat
from the counting statistics. This method of calculating t
uncertainty implicitly assumes that the uncertainty on
ordinate of the points is vanishing, which makes sense
many experiments. However, in these contrast variation
periments the ordinate of the data points depends on
scattering length of the solvent,r0, which again depends o
the accuracy of the sample preparations.
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We first tried to use the counting statistics uncertaint
for the I (0) data. But, due to the large difference in th
absolute intensity between the points close to and the po
far away from the match point, the points far away from t
match point have relatively small uncertainties and theref
very large weight in the calculation ofx2. In contrast, the
points close to the match point, which are really the poi
that contain the information about the polydispersity, ha
almost no weight. So even though we obtained fits with re
tively low x2, the agreement between experimental poi
and fits, when plotted on a logarithmic scale, was not sa
factory. We decided therefore simply to set the uncertain
of the experimental points to 10% of their values. In this w
the points are evenly weighted in the fits, which makes se
as we expect the main uncertainty in the points to origin
from the accuracy in the sample preparations.

The scattering data together with a least-squares fit of
model ~12! are shown in Fig. 8. It shows the data fo
AOT/D2O/decane@Fig. 8~a!# and AOT/D2O/iso-octane@Fig.
8~b!#. The model parameters are given in Table III. The e
perimental data as well as the fits show that there are o
minor differences in the droplet polydispersity in the tw
systems. The fits showed unexpectedly that the average
dius of the droplets is larger in the AOT/D2O/decane system
than in the AOT/D2O/iso-octane system.

The values determined for the polydispersity are com
rable to the value determined by contrast variation light sc
tering by Ric̆ka, Borkovec, and Hofmeier, who foun
s/Rav512% in the AOT/water/hexane system@9# and to the

FIG. 8. The experimental data forI (0) and the fitted model
for ~a! the AOT/D2O/decane microemulsion and~b! the AOT/
D2O/iso-octane microemulsion.
6-11
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LISE ARLETH AND JAN SKOV PEDERSEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 061406
value of s/Rav510% determined by Christ and Schurte
berger@10# for the AOT/water/decane system. As mention
in the Introduction, Christ and Schurtenberger measured v
different polydispersities in the AOT/water/decane syst
and AOT/water/iso-octane system. Such a difference was
found in our experiments. A reason for the large differen
in the polydispersities measured by Christ and Schur
berger may be that the measurements on both systems
performed at 25 °C. At this temperature the droplets in
AOT/water/decane system will, according to our measu
ments, form larger aggregates, which has an effect on
I (0) data.

TABLE III. Parameters of the fits shown in Fig. 8.Rav denotes
the mean radius of the water core of the droplets.s/Rav denotes the
polydispersity and PurityD2O is the purity of the D2O. Note that
Ahead, the area per head group, is not a fitting parameter, but
culated by integration over the surface of the droplets in the mo
system.

Parameter AOT/D2O/dec AOT/D2O/iso

Rav (Å) 61.9161.1 56.3461.0
s/Rav 0.09460.009 0.12060.010
PurityD2O 0.92860.004 0.92360.004
Ahead (Å 2) 54.961.2 60.761.2
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It should be noted that polydispersities of 10%–12%
in the lower end of what is expected, both theoretically a
experimentally, for the polydispersity of microemulsio
droplets@2,11–18#.

B. Analysis of the scattering data in the fullq range

When we use the parameters obtained from the fit to
I (0) data to calculate the scattering in the fullq range, we
get a good agreement between model and experimental
at low q values; however, at higherq values the modeled
I (q) is much more oscillatory than the experimentalI (q).
This is shown in Fig. 9~a! for AOT/water/decane and in Fig
9~b! for AOT/water/iso-octane. This suggests either that
droplets are more polydisperse than indicated by theI (0)
data or that they are nonspherical~or both!.

As theI (0) data, in principle, should contain the inform
tion about the volume polydispersity of the droplets, we fi
tried to fix the polydispersity at the value obtained from t
I (0) data. We then allowed the droplets to take the shap
ellipsoids of revolution by fitting the axis ratio of the drop
lets while keeping their volume and volume distributio
fixed. This strategy, which seems very reasonable in the
did not work in practice. Even though allowing the drople
to become ellipsoidal smears out the oscillations, the mo
curves were still much too oscillatory compared to the e

l-
el
a

-

FIG. 9. The model fitted to theI (0) data and
experiment in the fullq range.~a! The data from
the AOT/D2O/decane microemulsion taken for
shell contrast (r056.5931010 1/cm2), at the
match point (r054.0931010 1/cm2), and for a
bulklike contrast (r051.6531010 1/cm2). ~b!
Similar contrasts for an AOT/D2O/iso-octane mi-
croemulsion. Each data set is multiplied by 5n

wheren runs from 0 to 2 starting from the low
ermost spectrum.
6-12
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perimental curves. This suggests that the polydispersities
termined fromI (0) data are too low.

In the next step we decided to disregard the informat
from the I (0) data and fit a model for spherical droplets
the scattering data in the fullq range. Introducing this modi
fication of the model leads to reasonable fits and to an
crease of the polydispersity index to 16% for both syste
The average droplet radius determined in this way is clos
60 Å for both systems. In the fits the hard-sphere volu
fraction nHS was set equal tocn wherec is a fitting param-
eter andn is the droplet volume fraction. In this way th
effective hard-sphere structure factor is fitted. We expectec
to be close to unity so that the effective hard-sphere volu
fraction would be close to the droplet volume fraction, b
the fits suggest that the hard-sphere volume fraction is c
to zero, implying that the structure factor effects are alm
vanishing. We believe that a possible explanation for this
that the fitting routine compensated for an incorrect fo
factor by lowering the importance of the structure factor. T
next step was therefore to try to fit the model for ellipsoid
droplets again, but this time allowing the polydispersity to
different from the value determined from theI (0) data. The
fits obtained in this way were better and had a lowerx2 than
the fits with spherical droplets. However, the hard-sph
volume fractionnHS used for the structure factor calculatio
is still much lower than the droplet volume fraction.

For the first analysis the model fitted to the experimen
data was relatively simple and contained only the aver
droplet radiusRav , the polydispersity indexs/Rav , the axis
ratio of the dropletse, the hard-sphere volume fraction d
vided by the droplet volume fractionc, and the purity of the
D2O together with an overall scale factor to take into acco
errors in the absolute scale. Backgrounds for the differ
spectra were also fitted in order to account for minor err
in the subtraction of the incoherent backgrounds.

During the process of data analysis we tried to impro
this basic model in several different ways which are list
explained, and discussed below.

Separation of the AOT shell into a polar and an apolar layer

The AOT molecule can be separated into a hydropho
tail consisting of the two 2-ethylhexyl chains and a hyd
philic head group consisting of the rest of the molecule@49#.
This means that the tail is composed of 16 C and 34 H, w
the head group is composed of 7 O, 4 C, 3 H, 1 Na, and
If it is assumed that the 2-ethylhexyl chain has the sa
density as 3-ethylhexane (0.714 g/cm3), the molecular vol-
ume of the hydrophobic chains is 526 Å3 and the molecular
volume of the head group is 122 Å3. The scattering lengths
of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts are then, resp
tively, 20.39531010 1/cm2 and 5.1231010 1/cm2. The
separation of the AOT shell into a polar and an apolar la
improved the quality of the fits without changing any of t
conclusions significantly.

Water molecules bound in the AOT shell

When the AOT is dissolved in water, water molecul
will form hydrogen bonds to the polar part of the AOT mo
06140
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ecule. For this reason the model was modified to allow
some of the water molecules to enter the AOT shell. W
fitted a parameternH , which is the number of water mol
ecules per AOT molecule in the hydrophilic shell. But asnH
quickly converged to a value near zero we concluded that
value of nH is too low to be visible in the experiment an
decided to fixnH to zero.

Surface roughness of the AOT layer

A roughness of the AOT/alkane interface was imp
mented by multiplying the form factor by exp@2(qSR)2/2#,
where SR is the surface roughness@50#. This modification
improved the quality of the fits at highq values.

Layer of densely packed water near the AOT interface

It was previously shown by Svergun@51# by SAXS mea-
surements on solutions of proteins that a thin layer
densely packed water is present at the protein-water in
face. We placed a thin layer of densely packed water ins
the droplets next to the the AOT film. The thickness of th
layer was fixed at 2.6 Å and the scattering length density
the layer was set toXrD2O

3rD2O where XrD2O
is a fitting

parameter. In the fitsXrD2O
'1.25. The numbers forXrD2O

and the used thickness of the hydration layer are in g
agreement with the numbers determined by Svergun@51# and
the modification improved the quality of the fits.

Small AOT micelles in the alkane

This modification is suggested by the work of Northet al.
@52# and Svergunet al. @53#. Both groups analyzed series o
small-angle x-ray scattering data on AOT microemulsio
and concluded that some of the AOT forms small ‘‘dry
micelles in the alkane solution. Our model was modified
allow for such small micelles in the alkane and the volum
fraction of AOT present in small micelles was fitted. As th
volume fraction of the small micelles quickly converged to
value near zero we decided not to include this effect in
model.

Errors of the sample preparations

As explained in the experimental section the samples
the different contrasts were prepared by mixing two sto
solutions in different proportions by weight. As very sma
amounts of sample were prepared, approximately 0.253

for each contrast, small errors can have relatively large
portance for the scattering length of the solvent. TheI (0)
data points should in theory fall on a parabola, but as
served in Fig. 8 some of the data points are off this parab
The main reason for this is the uncertainty of the scatter
length of the solvent originating from the accuracy of t
sample preparations. Therefore we decided to implement
possibility of accounting for imprecise sample preparatio
in the model. This was done in practice by allowing a sm
volume fraction of thed-alkane to beh-alkane~or the oppo-
site! and fitting this uncertainty for each of the contrasts. T
fitted uncertainties are generally very small~less than 2%!
6-13
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and randomly distributed around zero. The modification i
proved the quality of the fits significantly without changin
any of the conclusions.

We tried fitting a model for polydisperse hard sphere
well as a model for polydisperse hard ellipsoids with t
modifications listed above. Again, the best fits~i.e., the low-
estx2) were obtained with the model for ellipsoidal drople
The fits are shown in Fig. 5~AOT/water/decane! and Fig. 6
~AOT/water/iso-octane! and the fitting parameters are liste
in Table IV. It should be noted that, even though the
were improved significantly by the modifications liste
above, the main parameters of the fits,Rav , s, e, and the
purity of D2O, were essentially unchanged.

Table IV shows that the model parameters are very si
lar in the two microemulsion systems. For AOT/wate
decane the average radius is 60.7 Å, the polydispersity in
is 0.16, and the axis ratio is 1.56. For AOT/water/iso-octa
values of 61.8 Å, 0.16, and 1.72 are determined. This res
in areas per head group that are also very similar in the
systems, 54.2 Å2 for AOT/water/decane and 53.1 Å2 for
AOT/water/iso-octane.

The similarity of the results for the iso-octane and deca
systems disagrees with the results of the analysis of theI (0)
data, which suggest that the droplets in AOT/water/dec
and AOT/water/iso-octane have different values for the dr
let radius, polydispersity index, and area per head gro
Since many more data points containing much more in
mation are fitted in the analysis of the data in the fullq
range, this latter analysis is much more reliable. Howeve
should be noted that the values for the purity of the D2O as
determined fromI (0) data andI (q) data are very close
which they should be, as the modeled position of the ma
point is mainly determined by this parameter in both a
proaches. Values of 0.92–0.93 may seem low for the pu
of the D2O, but it should be remembered that this is not t

TABLE IV. Parameters of the fits shown in Figs. 5 and 6.Rav is
the mean radius of the water core of the droplets.s/Rav is the
polydispersity,e is the axis ratio of the water cores,c is the hard-
sphere volume fraction divided by the droplet volume fraction,SR

is the surface roughness, and PurityD2O is the purity of the D2O.
Scale is a constant overall scale factor. Note thatAhead, the area per
head group, is not a fitting parameter, but calculated by integra
over the surface of the droplets in the model system.x2 is a mea-
sure of the deviation between experimental data and model.

Parameter AOT/D2O/dec AOT/D2O/iso

Rav (Å) 60.7460.11 61.8160.11
s/Rav 0.156760.0004 0.156460.0008
e 1.55860.017 1.71660.017
c 0.25160.053 0.68460.020
SR(Å) 2.8960.05 2.2460.04
PurityD2O 0.928160.0005 0.930860.0005
Scale 0.898060.0018 0.780460.0014
XrD2O

1.27660.006 1.22760.005
Ahead (Å 2) 54.2260.15 53.1160.15
x2 6.25 5.62
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purity of the D2O as provided by the manufacturer, but th
purity of D2O in the water cores, where both Na1 counter-
ions from the AOT and H2O molecules bound to the AOT
are present. The different results of the analysis of theI (0)
data and theI (q) data will be discussed further in Sec. VI C

The effective hard-sphere volume fractions used for
structure factor calculations are in both cases significa
smaller than the droplet volume fractions. In the system w
AOT/water/decane the effective hard-sphere volume frac
is as low asnHS30.25, wherenHS50.051. This means tha
the structure factor effects almost vanish. This is surpris
and suggests that the droplets are still somewhat st
@13,31# at these low reduced temperatures. These effects
not be modeled directly by the hard-sphere structure fa
we are using, but in both approaches the model would co
pensate for the effects by lowering the hard-sphere volu
fraction.

It has also been necessary to fit overall scale factors
the models. This is mainly done in order to compensate
errors on the absolute scale of the data. Usually value
unity within about 10% are to be expected. As all scatter
data are converted to an absolute scale using the same2O
spectrum, the scale factors should be identical for the
systems. But as seen in Table IV the scale factor fitted for
AOT/water/iso-octane data is lower than the scale factor
ted for the AOT/water/decane system. This is probably
result of some apparent systematic errors in the abso
scale of the iso-octane data which are reflected very cle
in the I (0) data from the iso-octane system. As mention
earlier these data should form a parabola, but as seen in
8~b! some of the points fall relatively far from the parabol
especially at low values for the scattering length density. T
fitting routine compensates for these errors by adjusting
scale factor.

We have not listed the uncertainties of the sample pre
rations, which are also fitted in the routine. The values
tained for the uncertainties correspond to an uncertainty
less than 2% of the values for the fractions of deuterated
protonated alkane obtained by weighing during the sam
preparations. A higher precision cannot be expected for
very small amounts of sample prepared for the experime
However, for two of the samples higher numbers for t
uncertainty were obtained~up to 6%!. These were the AOT/
water/iso-octane samples corresponding to the two leftm
points in Fig. 8~b!, which fall far away from the parabola in
the I (0) curve as mentioned above. Uncertainties in
sample preparations of this magnitude are unrealistic. Di
garding these two contrasts from the iso-octane data the
ted uncertainties are generally randomly distributed aro
zero. It is important to note that the determination of t
uncertainties was one of the last steps in the fitting pro
dure. This combined with the small and randomly distribut
uncertainties ensures that fitting the uncertainties filters a
small systematic errors in the contrast factors rather t
forcing the data to fit the model, which one needs to
aware of.

The actual numbers forRav ands/Rav depend slightly on
the type of distribution function used. As explained earl
we have used a Gaussian volume distribution in the pre
work. The numbers for the radius and the polydispersity

n
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pressed in terms of a Gaussian number distribution@denoted
N(R)# are Rav,N(R)'54 Å for Rav,f(R)561 Å, and
s/Rav,N(R)'0.17 for s/Rav,f(R)50.16. If the Schulz distri-
bution is used the polydispersity is given in terms of t
parameterz. The relation betweens/Rav and z is given by
s/Rav51/Az11. This means thats/Rav,f(R)50.16 corre-
sponds toz'38 for the Schulz volume distribution andz
'35 for the corresponding Schulz number distribution.

C. Comparison of measurements of polydispersity determined
from I „0… data and from I „q… data

It is interesting to note that the polydispersities det
mined fromI (0) data are significantly lower than the pol
dispersities determined from theI (q) data~compare Tables
III and IV!. As explained previously, theI (0) data are ana
lyzed using a form factor for polydisperse spherical dropl
together with a polydisperse hard-sphere structure fac
Since only the volume distribution of the droplets is visib
in the I (0) data, it is reasonable to assume a form factor
polydisperse spherical droplets instead of a form factor
ellipsoidal droplets. However, Monte Carlo simulations@54#
have shown that nonsphericity of the microemulsion drop
generally leads to increased importance of the structure
tor at low angles. This effect grows as the axis ratio of
droplets becomes larger and it is obviously more visible
the I (0) data than in theI (q) data where the structure facto
plays a role only for smallq-values. To our knowledge, n
closed expressions exist at present for the structure facto
polydisperse ellipsoidal droplets and from the above m
tioned Monte Carlo simulations it is unfortunately not po
sible to predict howSe f f(0) will be modified close to the
match point with increasing axis ratio.

From our measurements it looks as if the nonsphericity
the droplets results in a depression ofI (0) near the match
point, leading to a too low value for the polydispersity. Th
could be the result of an underestimate ofSe f f(0) near the
match point. A similar tendency can be observed in the m
surements by Christ and Schurtenberger@10# where a poly-
dispersity index of 19% is found in the AOT/water/is
octane system and 10% is found in the AOT/water/dec
system. As explained earlier the measurements by Christ
Schurtenberger are performed at a temperature where
aggregates are present in the AOT/water/decane sys
These aggregates will definitely be very anisotropic, wh
might result in an apparent value for the polydispersity t
is too low, similarly to what we observe. The reason that
lowering of the I (0) was not observed by Christ an
Schurtenberger in the AOT/water/iso-octane system is p
ably that the droplet volume fractions are very low in th
measurements so that the structure factor comes into
only when the droplets become very anisotropic. Howev
in order to test this theory, it is necessary to investigate
dependence between the contrast situation and axis rat
the droplets further. This can be done either by determinin
closed expression for the structure factor of polydisperse
lipsoidal droplets or by performing Monte Carlo simulation
06140
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D. Determination of the bending elastic constantk and the
Gaussian bending elastic constantk̄

As mentioned in the Introduction the size of the sha
fluctuations is often expressed in terms of the average am
tude ^uu2u2& of l 52 oscillations of the spherical harmonic
The angular dependent radius of the modeled drople
terms of the spherical harmonicsYlm(f,u) is expressed as
@56#

R~u,f!5RavS 11 (
l ,m,lÞ1

ulmYlm~u,f! D . ~13!

The polydispersity is given by theu00Y00(u,f) term and
the shape fluctuations are to first order given by
u2mY2m(u,f) term. Due to the averaging over orientatio
and size in both experiment and model it is in practice p
sible to determine only the mean-squared amplitudes^uu0u2&
and ^uu2u2&, where^uu2u2& is averaged over the fiveu2m’s.
The exact shape is therefore not given as it is a result of
individual u2m’s. This is discussed further by Milner an
Safran in@55#. They estimate the bending energy of the dro
let shapes as a function of the values of theu2m’s and con-
clude that the minimal energy shape is that of prolate el
soids of revolution, which is obtained when one of theu2m’s
is nonzero and the rest of theu2m’s are equal to zero.

If we choose the solutionuu20u25c anduu2mum5” 0
2 50, the

average droplet shape is given by

R~u,f!5Rav„11A^uu00u2&Y00~u,f!1A^uu20u2&Y20~u,f!…

5RavS 11A^uu00u2&
1

2p

1A^uu20u2&
5

4
A5

p
@3 cos2~u!21# D . ~14!

This average droplet shape is very close to the shape
prolate ellipsoid with a droplet polydispersity of approx
mately

s/Rav5A^uu00u2&
4p

, ~15!

where the contributions from entropy of mixing and th
higher order spherical harmonics are ignored@2,56#.

An estimate of the average axis ratioe of the average
droplet shape is easily calculated as

e5
R~0!

R~p/2!
5

11u00/2Ap1 10
4 A5/pu20

11u00/2Ap2 5
4 A5/pu20

~16!

where we have used the notationul05A^uul0u2&. The rela-
tions ~15! and~16! can be used to convert the polydispers
indexs/Rav and axis ratioe into the amplitudeŝuu00u2& and
^uu20u2& or vice versa. This makes it possible to make a dir
comparison between the parameters obtained using the
ferent types of models.
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TABLE V. The parameters determining the shape fluctuations and polydispersity from different me
ments.s/Rav is the polydispersity,e is the axis ratio,̂ uu00u2& and^uu20u2& are the mean-squared amplitud
of, respectively, thel 50 andl 52 oscillations of the spherical harmonics.k is the bending elastic constan

andk̄ is the Gaussian bending elastic constant. The numbers marked by an asterisk are the numbers
the authors. The remaining numbers are derived in the present work from these values. The numbers

in parentheses are the values derived by the authors. The error bars onk and k̄ determined for
AOT/D2O/decane and AOT/D2O/iso-octane are deduced from the error bars ons/Rav ande given in Table
IV.

s/Rav e ^uu00u2& ^uu20u2& k (kbT) k̄ (kbT) System

0.157* 1.56* 0.310 0.0133 3.460.2 25.960.4 Present measurements
0.156* 1.72* 0.306 0.0201 2.3560.1 23.860.2 AOT/D2O/decane

AOT/D2O/iso-octane
0.22* 1.47 0.61 0.011* 3.9 -7.2 AOT/D2O/decane

~3.8! ~-7.5! @14#

0.17 2.5 0.34 0.062 0.92* 20.38* C10E5 /D2O/octane
~0.20! @57#

0.17 2.2 0.29 0.043 1.25* 20.80* C10E5 /D2O/n-dodecane
~0.15! @15#
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Using the formalism of Safran@21# it is furthermore pos-
sible to convert the values for^uu00u2& and ^uu20u2& into es-
timates of the bending elastic constantk and the Gaussian
bending elastic constantk̄ of the surfactant film by solving
the following equations with respect tok and k̄:

^uu00u2&5
kBT

12k28~R/R0!~k1k̄/2!16k̄
~17!

and

^uu20u2&5
kBT

16~R/R0!~k1k̄/2!212k̄
, ~18!

whereR0 is the droplet radius at the emulsification bounda
In Table V the values we have obtained for the polyd

persity and shape fluctuations are listed and compare
values obtained by other groups. Different groups use dif
ent approaches to obtain these values. In@14# a combination
of SANS and neutron spin echo~NSE! is used. In@15# and
@57# a combination of SANS, NSE, and dynamic light sc
tering is used. The numbers marked by an asterisk are
numbers stated by the authors in their respective papers
remaining numbers are derived using the relations gi
above. The numbers written in parentheses were derive
the authors in their respective papers. As seen these num
differ slightly from the numbers derived using the equatio
above, which is because the above equations~15!–~18! are
only approximate. In the papers@14,15,57# different correc-
tion terms are added to the expressions, which modify
numbers slightly. However, as the derived numbers of Ta
V in all cases have fairly large uncertainties we have igno
the correction terms. For the systems with AOT we ha
usedR0'100 Å @14#. Measurements in systems with no
ionic surfactants of the type C10E5 are performed very close
06140
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to the emulsification boundary. For this reason we ha
takenR/R051 for these measurements.

It should be noted that more values fork andk̄ are avail-
able in the literature. These values can of course also be
for deriving the parameters describing the polydispersity a
shape fluctuations. But, as mentioned in the Introduction,
parameters vary a lot depending on the experimental me
used. In order to keep things relatively simple we decid
only to include the values determined from scattering m
surements in Table V.

The table demonstrates the inverse dependence betw
the size of the bending elastic constantsk and k̄ and the
nonsphericity of the microemulsion droplets. The softer
film the higher the amplitudêuu20u2& and the higher the
average axis ratio of the droplet. The relatively small a
ratios determined both from the measurements of Far
et al. @14# and by us for AOT microemulsions lead to rel
tively large numbers for the bending elastic constants,k and
k̄. In contrast, the relatively small bending elastic consta
k and k̄ determined by Hellweg and Langevin@15,57# for
C10E5 microemulsions lead to droplets that, on average, h
larger axis ratios.

The numbers determined from our measurements a
quite well with the numbers determined by Farago and
workers in @14# for the same system as ours but using
different experimental technique. The studies by Hellw
and Langevin@15,57# indicate that the surfactant films i
C10E5 microemulsions are much softer than the films form
in AOT microemulsions.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have performed measurements of the conductivity
a function of temperature for four symmetric microemulsio
made out of AOT/H2O/h-decane, AOT/D2O/h-decane,
AOT/D2O/d-decane, and AOT/D2O/h-iso-octane. The mea
6-16
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surements show that substituting iso-octane with dec
lowers the so-called aggregation temperature by appr
mately 9 °C. Substituting D2O with H2O in the AOT/
water/h-decane system lowers the aggregation tempera
by approximately 8 °C. Changing fromh-decane tod-decane
increases the aggregation temperature by only 1 °C.

From SANS measurements on microemulsions with
droplet volume fraction of 5% we have shown that,
approximately the same temperature interval where the c
ductivity jumps occur in the symmetric microemulsions, a
gregation phenomena start to occur in the asymmetric mi
emulsions. A series of contrast variation measurements h
been performed for microemulsions of AOT/D2O/decane
and AOT/D2O/iso-octane with droplet volume fractions o
5.1% and 5.0%, respectively. The contrast variation is p
formed by varying the fraction of deuterated alkane. In or
to avoid aggregation of the droplets, the measurements w
performed at 10 °C and 20 °C, respectively.

The scattering data at zero angle were determined for b
systems and analyzed on an absolute scale using a mod
polydisperse droplets interacting as hard spheres. The
tering data in the fullq range were also analyzed on a
absolute scale using a model for polydisperse ellipso
droplets that interact as polydisperse hard spheres.
n

e
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model is fitted simultaneously to all contrasts within ea
series of measurements, taking the different contrast si
tions into account.

The polydispersity indicess/Rav determined from the
I (0) data are much smaller than thes/Rav’s determined
from the scattering data in the fullq range. The polydisper-
sity index determined from theI (0) data is very dependen
on the absolute value of the few data points measured v
close to the match point where the background to noise r
is large. The analysis of the scattering data in the fullq range
is based on many more data points and therefore on a m
larger amount of information. Therefore the results obtain
from the analysis of the fullq range are much more reliable

In both systems, similar water-to-AOT ratios lead to sim
lar average sizes, polydispersities, and size of shape fluc
tions. The parameters describing the polydispersities
shape fluctuations are in good agreement with parame
determined earlier@14# for a similar system using a comb
nation of SANS and NSE.
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